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Def.  -Bring  in,  as wares
from   a   foreign   country.
Ever   tried   to   f ind   them
once  there're here? We've
got'em--rock,classics,jazz,
language  instruction,  and
ethnic.  You'Il  always find
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Blues,  Jazz,  Folk  and  Bluegrass  iiow  available  at  Aura  Sounde
"Memphis'  only  Personal  Record  Store"
520  S.  Highland,  Next  Door  to  M.S.U.
Columbia  F3ecords UK  Becords
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Paramount  F`ecords
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i;           ;aat!iecrig:tT:goduispti:E:t::nupstf::eirewiei,I,s`f:i:
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Just read your first issue and found it to be interesting although the photography leaves something to be desired.  '
If this<is going to be a successful magazine, it must be relevant to everyone. It almost must include articles not only on musicians,
but on people behind the musicians. These people, too, are helping keep Memphis music alive.
I would like to call your attention to a young person who has gone unrecognized in the music community by the press. Being a
Black feminist myself, I think you should take note of this person.
Her name is Linda Lou Mccall. She is a booking agent with National Artists' Attractions (and probably the only Black
female agent in the city!) She co-manages a group called CON-FUNK-SHUN. Recently she was elected to the Board of Governors of
N.A.R.A.S.  Before becoming an agent, she was probably the only Black female roadie. She traveled with CON-FUNK-SHUN
setting up, designing and executing their lighting. She has done lights for various other top acts. Mccall has just been hired to be the
publicist for the Beale Street Reperatory, having been a top writer and photographer before moving to Memphis. She has done
album covers and written liner notes for Memphis musicians. Need I go on?
IfyouarereallysincereaboutcallingattentiontopeoplewhoareintoMemphismusic(she'salsomariedtooneofthemembersof
CON-FUNK-SHUN), you should get an interview with this lady. She could be an inspiration to other young Black women wishing
to get into the music business, in capacities other than vocalists.
Keep -up the good work with your magazine.
Cheri Wells
Just a  note to  again  say  "thanks" for the  write-up in your Memphis  Music Magazine,  Handy.  What you are doing is
something that we in the Music Industry have needed for a long time. Handy should provide the vehicle to bring Memphis music
together.
Enclosed you will find photos and promos on a couple of the artists I have hers locally. We operate mainly in an eight state
territory and a lot of our talent is out of town. Whenever I have something here I will send you a promo on it. If you should need any
photos or promos, please feel free to contact me.
Mike Dye
Music Factory Recording Studio
First of all, thank you for your support of Memphis Music. Some of us have beat our heads against the wall trying to promote (no
matter on how small a scale) Memphis Music, and were beginning to wonder about it. Some have thought not -hence the steady
migration of music people out of Memphis.
I believe that Memphis is the cradle from which came the industry that has influenced all the music this old world has seen in the
last 25 years. I also believe that with a lot of: 1. positive thinking; and 2. positive doing, Memphis could take its rightful place at the
head of the music industry. Memphis -when music came from the soul & inside -not copied off prominent hits or produced by formulae
in plastic bags on the coast.  Memphis has got it! It'S tfme! [t'S tLme!                                                                                   Mike Ladd
Mike Ladd's Guitar City
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So You Want To Buy A Ster
I-ots of people these days are moving up
in  their  home  music  systems.  They  are
getting  away  from  putting  money  into  a
piece  of furniture  and investing in a real
sound system.
A stereo system these days is a major
purchase.. You should be careful about how
you  bay  your  Byshem.  Don't  be  in  a  big
fewrry./    We     would     like     to     offer    you
information  that  may  help  you  get  your
money's worth.
When  buying  a  system,  most  people
spend all of one day mnning around from
shop  to  shop.   They   usually   buy   out  of
frustration, because of lack of knowledge, at
the third or fourth store.
Here are some basic rules that may help
you:
#1.  The brain has no real memory for
sound quality. You, the buyer, are at a great
disadvantage  in   comparing   sound  from
shop to shop.
#2. Your ear is not flat. Each person has
different hearing. Some speakers you listen
to are better than others in the same price
range. It becomes your choice of how close to
a  mirror image the speaker can reproduce
the music.  So take a good condition record
you know well and listen.
#3.  The term  ``power" is often stressed
as the most important factor in the overall
system. This is not true. In the final play of
the system in your home, the speakers and
their placement will fomi more than 75% of
your sound.
#4.  Buying special deals or used stereo
is a risk at best. There is often no warranty
and your investment is not a protected one.
Most stereo dealers can't stand behind used
stereo   equipment   in   terms   of  any   real
yf:rrsr,a|:t.yk,,T!:tpfri::aEsa,ycabnei`v::yre5oa:fe:i
#5.  It is better to  save your money for
just a little longer and buy the system you
really  want,  then  to  take  a  "spurof-the-
moment"  system.  Why? Stereo equipment,
no matter what kind,loses value quickly in
terms of resale. You should buy your system
to last.  Quality stereo equipment is costing
more to build all the time.  So buy quality!
#6. Find yourself a stereo expert. There
are few in the Memphis area and will tell
you the truth  about stereo equipment they
sell.  The  average  audio salesman  will  sell
you "on hand" equipment. He is usually not
any more adept about audio systems than``John    Doe    Public."    He   just   sees   the




COME  BY  FOR   YOUR  MEMPHIS
MUSICIAN  T-SHIRT.  JUST $2.50
0R SEND $3.00 AND  RECEIVE YOUF!S
IN  THE  MAIL.
205 S. COOPEP
o?
- By Ed Marshall
#7.  When  you're  ready  to  buy  a  new
stereo system, go with two thoughts firmly
planted in the brain:  1:  Price'r.ahBe'for,the
encz.re system. This price shouLdjnclude all
accessories;   2:   The   parts   in'.fhe.  -system.
Example   -   1-turntable,   I-ree\qtyer,+ ;1-tape
deck,    2-speakers,    etc.    With.'ithese: two
thoughts,  you  probably  can  get 't.he' best
overall deal when buying.        ^r„
#8.    When    money    is    nd'r.ob].ect:   be
especially careful. Just because equi`pment
is  costly,  doesn't  mean  it's  worth  a  high
price.
#9. Don't take the salesman's word! Get
any statement of warranty or.pal-rforinance
in  writing  and  have  him  sign-his  name.
They'll love you for this.
#10.,Don'tgetbentoutofshapeifpartof
your new system shodld not work. Because
of volume selling and manufa.ctrying, there
are    uncontrollable   failures.`+ Ygiv-ur-` 'dealer
;:3::dqgi:flJ.olutfanpepwenrse!Plac,egentorflx
If you're having problems Of just need
an  answer to  a  question  about your stereo
problems, Handy has an inhou.?g expert to
help you!               8t/e6efiaNDr¥   ,
3569 Myndeas,`    :
Memphis.' Tn. 38i 11.
A Memphis Business Supporting Memphis Music
H                             _  H _ill...   _,H|
"Live Sound"
Eve'ry    musician    wants    his    sourid
System to "sound great." This, you say, is
::gt:,;#ohnegim°Stp.A.equipmentisveryw   I  Price    has    no    relationship    to
perioinance.  Your personal  knowledge  of
i:ewshyesr:go:3i:3:8tsho:i:dp:£:£sa`fraobi`.;ty-    hive  performance  of music  or  Speech
with `careful  use of the equipment and its
placement  in  the  room  will  give  you  the
sound  and  quality  you  are  paying  your
hard€amed money for.
Herearesomebasicrules:#1 --Ifyouuse
a   `5tage   monitor,   and   your   problem   is
;go¢ubt?.6faethme::roaprfonthe:e:na::a;et:utsht£E:
the  same.  They must be flat. The monitor
speakers  must  be  flat.  What  is  flat?  The
microphone or the speakers must not have"built-in"  peaks  or dips in their response
ranges.
When   your  system  meets  these  two
points, and you are still not getting enough
volume, the room is now in the picture. You
can  now  take  a   I/2  octive  or  1/3  activeJ
graphic   and   make   the   final  corrective
improvements.
The best anyone can get out of a Stage
monitor in terms of volumn before feedback,
using  the  flat  microphone,  flat  speakers
graphic  in  combination  are  four  to  five
tones ringing all at once. This is the end of
the    road.    Without    expensive    display
equipment like a Son-A-Pulse or Real The
analyzer and the highly experienced sound
- By Ed Marshall
man, you are wasting time trying to getany
more out of the system.
Recently in town for a Superb showing
at Club Kizer, was rock-n-roll band Zorro.
Professional sound is a basic tool for their
Show.  All  of their  music  is  original  and
Simply  would  not come across any  other
way.  The  original  material  was  simply
excellent and their use Of the P.A. did the
trick. You Should hear this band live. Their
P.A. system in the final use allowed them to
EE:¥pri¥8.±m#=y88kFoewr:i:rdvaru:P):f£:
properly designed Sound system and spend
more Of their time getting the benefits.
If  you   need   information   on   sound
problems or design of 8y8tems, write care of
Handy Magazine.
ng Sharks Active In Area
A song shark is a description given to
those.persons who promise to help amateur
song writers' tclaiming they will adapt the
whter:8  ` words   to   music,   publish   and
i£Sf¥¥g:ht:reg:#o:Cttht;°sfsneterfeecsetewdhs£:#r#:i
varty uEpito seJveral hundred dollars. Alluring
ads are\ run in magazines and newspapers
ofwhichthefollowingaretypical,examples.• `  ."Why  don't  you  write the  words for a
S®ng?  We'll  help  you  along by composing
the inusic free and publishing same. Send
po6m`s today."' ."Write th,e words for a song. We revise
poems, write music and guarantee to secure
Publication. Submit poems on any subject."
These alluring offers do not tell the whole
story. Here are some facts: more than 20,000
inusical   compositions   are   annually
copywrighted in Washington. I.es8 than 200
achieve success.  The amateur song writer
haslessthanonechanceinahundred.Song
sharks,    however,    always   assure
respondents  to  their  ads  that  success  is
almost certain.
Songs are usually set to some hack tune
and   printed  or  recorded   as  cheaply  a8
possible.  The  product is then delivered to
various    sources    which    as    the.  music
publishers, ph onograph record man ufactur-
ers,disckjockey8etal.Whenthi8i8donethe
Song shark is through. He has\fulfilled the
terms  of the contract with the client.  His
expense is nominal and he has realized a
handsome   profit.    The   songwriter   has
nothing  to  show  for the  fee  he  has  paid
except a poor recording of two of his songs
on a few cheaply printed copies.
The  Scheme  has  been  publicized  by
8888  many  times  over  the  years.  The
Memphis Area BBC has received hundreds
of inquiries and many Customer complaints
on  "Song  Shark" operations located here
and elsewhere.
One  recently  established   local  song
frre°Ep°ht±esr isdioa]'se£;:]nys  :)najmtfhneir tdhis{
jockeys are interested in receiving products
of amateur  song  writers.  While  we  were
Confident  the  claim  was  false,  the  BBC
conducted a survey of these 8ouxpes during
the  past month  and in each instance the
respondent  stated  unqualifiedly  that  no
attention  is  given  unsolicited  recordings.
Some  respondents expressed  appreciation




Whd's. been together for such a short time.
The.  `inusicians    are    all    obviously
experienced   and   the   music,   most   of  it
written by Roy Howell and Doug Mayo,
i8 very solid.
Probably  the  best  cuts  are  "Flying,""Wild Oats,"  and an instrumental called,
"Follovyi,ng  Moon."  "Flying"  is  a  delicate
:::g|£!twsit3woc:tsse,:iprae¥nT,auypebse'astt:::g
that  combihes  good  keyboard  work  from
Mayo-with Howell's mandolin to brew an
anthem. to youth and adventure. The song is
6 -+
I:tc^-.
- By Kay Walker
especially appropriate to Jaguar: Sin men
who  are  tasting success  as a  group  long
before   most   bands   have   any   kind   of
following."Following   Moon"   is   a   short
instrumental segue'd into the end of "Brand
New Day". Unlike the other cuts, it's a slow,
quasi-blues  tune  with  slide  guitar  and  a
simple percussion backing.
All  in  all,  this  is  a  good  album  from
young,    relatively    unknown    Memphis







for   yoilr   group   or   lndlvfdual
photos.   Color,   B&W,   posters.






Sweet  Summertime .77 with  FM-100!
The times when all you want to do is have
something to do. Right? Good concerts. info
on what's going on from local publications,
etc. Well, Handy Magazine and FM-loo
believe   in    keeping   you   informed   and
emaking   things   happen   ...   I  mean,   who
would ,"incite" World War /Two again?
loo and 20th Century Fox did, and
thanks   to   you,   it   was   a   big   success!"Operation Ritz" began on May 23rd and
ended June 2nd. "All This and World VL'ar
Two" made its debut in Memphis on June
lst  after many  weeks.  and  then  a  second
premiere the following night for the first 500
people.  Phillip  Bawls  of 20th Century
Records and the people at the Ritz were
really  excited  about  the  "Invasion,"  so
FM-loo  decided  to  pitch  in  and  help the``Operation"    ...FM-loo    promoted    the
"Invasion" for days to inform people that
the  "Invasion" was going to happen. We
stationed  our  forces  in  fr{)nt  of the  Ritz
handing  out t]fficial "Invasion" FM-100
window  stickers.  In  the parking lot of the
Ritz   was   the   reinforcement   of   the
Tennessee Army National Guard with
their tanks. carriers. and the many people
who    curit7usl.v    came    to    watch    the"Operation."
Tt]   be   fl   pal.t   of  the   "Operation"
listeners were asked to wear ar|y army geai`
they  could  diLJ  up.  and  have an  FM-loo
USIC  NOTES
window sticker on their car in order to enj{}y
a free showing of the movie, "All This and
World War Two." If that wasn't enough,
after the movie came the High Steppin' and
Fancy Dancin' of Larry Raspberry and
the Highsteppers! ... All of this in one big"Operation."   The   Highste|)pers  were
broadcast  live  on  FM-loo  for  those  who
couldn't be a part of the "Operation" ... and
the response was great! FM-loo would like
to thank the Tennessee Army National
Guard,  they  are  some  great guys  with  a
very interesting and efricient force.
Speaking of the force ..."Star Wars" is
here!   On   June   4th   FM-loo  and   20th
Century Fox debuted "Star Wars" at the
Memphian  Theatre.  "Star  Wars,"  the
movie that the media had said would roll us
all over ... well, be)ieve me it was not just a
bunch of hype. FM-100 was the first to get
the  scoop  on  this  operation  (thank  you,
Phillip Bawls). The week before June 24th
FM-loo gave away original "Star Wars"
posters,  and  "May  the  Force  be  with
You"  buttons. and  "Star Wars" T-shirts
(some of the best looking T's I've seen in a-
long  time).  "Star  Wars"  is  here,  if  you
haven't seen it by all means put it on your
list of things to dtj!
Weekends:   Weekends  on   loo  is  the
place   to   be!   With   ticket  give   aways   to
F-:X:,:a.c:|i=xr::.nestec;:i:e,railpbs?=,::8:I-Jluo|3
EVERY PICTul)I TELL.S A STonv: Cllff nlcheindi dropped try FN loo .tudlo8 to prornot® hle cow elhom
'Every Plclur® Tells A Story" md to rap wltl. flon Ol.ao.
H
4th weekend was something "The pabri-e"
could    really    get    into    ...    all    weekend
beginning  Friday,  July  lst,  and  runn.ing
thrt>ugh   July   4th,   FM-loo   gave`  away
$60.00  album  packages,  watermel6n6, and
to top it all dff loo debuted Meinphis' fifst
radio music festival featuring recorded li+e`
performances from as many live albums as
we could play in four days! By now I'm`srire
you know The Beatles cancelled their July
4th  appearance  in  Memphis  Meribrial
Stadium.   but   FM~100  was  destihed.. to
come up with something to make up for the
Fabulous  Four  cancellation  .„  iinagine
live music on the radio all weekend plus one
of the biggest-parties Memphis has see,n in
a few years! FM-loo, Mugsy, and Rosie
down at Dick Tracy's Jail House decided
to give the people what they want .a. a party
in the street with no hassles. (Well, alpbst).
Man, it had to be an all time high! ,Iiundieds
and   hundreds   of   people,   waterinelons,
sunshine,    and    free    music    from-   The
Memphis   Horns,   Cottonmouth,   and
Jaguar  ...  oh,  yes  and  a  new  upcoming
group  called  M.P.D.  You're  going  to  `be
hearingalotabouttheseguys!      \    -
Special    promotions    are`,always
happening  on   FM-100.   The  week  Bad
Company   was   in   town,    FM-loo   in
conjunction  presented  a  Bad  Company
Weekend!   Along   with   ir}serts   of   Bad
Company  music  for  three  days  we  gave
away Bad Company/FM-100 T-shirts, ^a
copy of .Bad Company albumYs, and tickets
to  see  Bad  Company  in  concert.'` Duri-ng
another weekend with Steve Miller, FM-
loo gave away copies of the Steve Miller"Book of Dreams" album with an issue of
the  book,  Boofe  o/ Dreom8, .a .complete
guide to the world of dreams, (even`your wet
ones).                               \
FM-100  and  West  Cod;t  Leathers
turned li.steners on one week to hahd.carved
leather FM-loo belts including the b'uckle!
A lot of belts were given away between June
14th and June 23rd.'   FM-loo   and    Poplar   'I\mes   got
together  one weekend  and  decided  to  pay
some   lucky  t person's   electric   bill  up \ to
$100.00.  In conjunction with the release of
the   Electric   Light   Orch-estra's   new
record, "Telephone Line," we threw in itwo
telephone    answering    devices!  `All    the
listeners had to do was go by any'Poplar
Tunes   location   during   the   week   and
register. E.L.O. albums were given}away by
Poplar Tunes, and FM-100 T-shirts th.at
:rgunft::S¥ht:8pe!'pi:i:d#:!eEvestrgrg.*.a%
drasticaly  reduced,  and  you  can  bet  the
winner,  Thomas  Edison, had a.tyQ`eEetid
he'u never forget!
The weekend of July  9th many things
were still going on, and of course FM-loo
Conllnued on page 14
7
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N.A.R.A.S. has elected new officers for
the coming year. They are as follows: Jud
Phillii)s :--`President; Ms. Estelle Axton -
i%.:¥ei-t;i:£eg|[;:;%ro]dngg::Feia2rny?¥i:a
Fbr`wihat  N.A.R.A.S.   has   done  for
#s:mHpa¥~ba?£i:Sai:;ITd?::pd::;gn:e°dm]¥u#::
3:%T;1:.Euv£6rtyhe::,ntkh:ot¥:fiarssttkeon¥:;r::
the  month, ,N.A.R.A.S.  holds a ben,efit to
ke.]£`.is.uAP*8:is;hen£:n.:::£fiYit[;erg:an:ze::i:::
their   success   is   totally   dependent  upon
public participation at these benefits. So, ok
you peopl? out there, attend these benefits!
They  are showcases for Memphis Bands
both  new  and  old,  all types  of music and
many  tiries  featuring  name  groups.  The
last one held at Taliesyn Ballroom was a
terminal success if you catch my drift, only
because  `}ou  people  didn't  attend  and  by
george you 'shou]d! Now for you folks who
don't kn6W` what N.A.R.A.S.  is, it stands
for-the National Academy of Recording
A.rts  and  Sciences.  They  are the people
who`   vote-on   the   Grammy's,   and   the
chapter here is only one of seven. Now also,
for   you  `beople   who   want   to   help   and
participate in the recording industry here in
:::cnjti:%t[dirJe:tao:nafte52Ey23gi.°urchapter'Ole Bill Shut is generally pleased with
our first is^sue reader response but he'd like
to  have  more.   So  keep  those  cards  and
letters' coining!  If it wasn't for you readers
we wouldri't be in  print and besides we've
had  somb-real  funny  letters  that  kept  us
tickled for a while, the kind everybody likes
to  read.  For'  our  first  River  City  River
Column we only chose the best to print so
read and .see that Memphis, its music and
Handy have supporters from all over.
It do seem that Jazz is making a real
upswing in  this  town and it's about time.
Fo.r  $1.00jy,ou  can  attend  a  jazz  creative
music. w.orkshop on  Monday  nights  at the
Beale   S,treet   Repertory  Theatre  on
Pt9spl:rfevalTyue.auctroasssTgoh%vo:!:a:pp:::;
musicians`,., and     interested     individuals
should participate in because it represents
the creative attitude that most jazz oriented
pedple  hairTe.  It's  really  good  to  see  some
irntfroe[;t£.iF.;a:smteo*i:.dofmusicbesidesRock
I   Now .for another happening! It's about
time..som6one  in  this  town  (here  we  go
again)    showed    some    interest    in    the
red'e,velopin`e'nt of Beale St.  as a historical
music location that half of this River City
was built bri. `Hats off to Mr. Paul Savarin
#ois:I:1;h#°h:e::::'eop]::Sa]AeL]set¥!t°Htep:
Ah|::y?:T8;-€hairsthc:,i:::ielso!#iodnw:I:c`;7|¥i:
new 'locatfo`n Beale Street Blues Palace.





"Big Sam the Piano Man," and Johnny
Moses.
Mr.   Horace   E.   Simmons,   is   our
second great map in town to contract for a
Beale St. entertainment facility. He owns
the Hawaiian  Isle,  a  blues  and jazz spa
and will locate near Beale and Hernando.
Now  there's   even   another  one!  The
Daisy Theatre down on Beale will be the
sight  of The  Daisy  Music  Hall.  It  will
consist of a 500 seating capacity theatre and
will  offer  top  name jazz,  blues,  R&B,  and
progressive  coun.try   acts.   I   do  hope  the
owners  consider  a  /of of Memphis  talent
cause they're the best in the world. All these
new  clubs  are  scheduled  to  open  around
Labor Day to October  1,  1977.
Also it seems there are several national
recording companies and restaurant chains
checking out the Beale for locations. Good
luck guys, Memphis needs it!
You    assholes    who    think   throwing
firecrackers  and shooting bottle rockets at
the concerts is cool, well, you've got another
:hn£:kd::t:i:tEL]gt,'Sbnu°tt:tTs]yr::iT;ya:£::r::I:
too.   How  would  you  like  it  if  somebody
dropped  a  Black  Cat  off the  balcony  into
your  hair  or  it  exploded by  your ear or in
_I
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front of your face? Think you'd like it? Hell
NO!  People pay  good  money  to go see the
performances at the Coliseum and I sure as
hell  wouldn't  want it interrupted by some
nerd with a firecracker who doesn-'t have the
sense to know that it might blind somebody,
deafen somebody , of just in general be fairly
dangerous.  If  'ole  B.S.  catches  someone
with the fireworks, he's said he'd consider
gri:;i:fg ebi:Foerre i:Fur::!/tiremh:rve: tg:a:   .
proper authorities. Tell 'em, Bill!
Heard a rumor that there's a ndw club
opening  at  the old theatre in  Northgate
Shopping   Center   in   Frayser.   It's
supposed to cater to loud rock and roll and
it's supposed to open around Labor Day.
I'm really  glad to see some new clubs
opening in town, only bitch that Handy has
is how come they  turn down and refuse to
listen to some of the local people that play
here? Memphis music is a steadily growing
industry that needs support from all sides,
from the people to the merchants, to the city
council!  To  quote  unquote,  from  our o"n
Mayor  of Memphis,  Wyeth  Chandler,"It's   time   the   households   of  the   world
learned there is more than one music center
in the Great state of Tennessee.'' Thank you
sir, I rest my case.
The  Rock  Band  C;mpetition  and
Festival    sponsored    by    Strings    and
Things  of  Memphis  was  a  blast!  The
winning  group,  Tyfoyd,  really  blew  the
judges'   minds!   Especially   that   guitarist
they had, Shawn, who is only 14! It seems
that  while  some  groups  are busting  th`eir
butts  searching  for  a  lead  guitar,  there's
some 14 year old in the ninth or tenth grade
playing their fingers to the bone. Such is the
case    with    Shawn    who    absolutely
dumbfounded us. He may be only 14 but he's
a mindblower!
Shown
Remember  Sam  the  Sham  and the
Pharoahs? Yeah, it was a long time ago! I
guess I was in the seventh or eighth grade.
Anyway,  Sam  `The  Sham'  Smaudio  is
alive and well here in Memphis and along
with  Jerry  Patterson  is  reworking  the
Sounds of Memphis Studio. Jerry y'all
have    probably    seen    before,    he's    the
drummer  for  Kannon  who  plays  at  the
Underground    down    on    Lamar    and
Winchester.
Ace   Cannon   has   signed   with
Cream/Hi Records and is now on tour in
the Port of Spain, West Indies. He also
completed  filming   a   national  TV   show
which will soon be shown here. As soon as
we find out when we'1| let y'all know.
Ace Cannon
Also CON FUNK SHUN just got back
from  a  six  week recording session  in  Sam
Francisco.  Their  new  album  is  entitled,"Secrete,"  and  was  produced  by  the same
dude  who-  writes,  arranges  and  produces
Earth,    Wind    and    Fire,    Skip
Scarborough. "Secrets" is due for release
on August 8.
Charlie    Feathers   is   pickin'   and
sirnging as hot as ever and is now on a 4() one
night   stand   tour   through   the   midwest.
Charlie wrote, "I Forgot To Remember To
Forget," for Elvis Presley.
ieadE:rmdeumJ:;rint,hse]£:k°,nLdfez6°rxff#thh°?ivaen)i
it  seems  nobody  was  fast  enough  around
here to pin her down to stay in Memphs so
she  split.   Some  new  outfit  in  Montreal
latched on to some of her tapes, had to have
her  and  made  her  an  offer  she  couldn't
refuse. Liz will be recording in New York
using Billy Joel's back up band,  but will
put together her own band for the road. She
told Handy that she's assured of immediate
release  and  road  gigs  and  the  tentative
release  date  of  her  album  is  around  the
middle  of September.  There  goes  another
Memphis Musician making it big!
Remember Alex Chilton of Big Star,
Alamo, and the Box Tops fame? He's got a
new single ielease on the ORK label, but it
seems we can't find anything out about the
label  or where it's  from,  so if anybody out
there knows anything, let us know too! Call
Handy at 452-0585.
Pathfinder Productions threw a real
bash  August  llth at the Hyatt Regency
Ballroom to showcase their very talented
bands.  It was probably the best organized
and most entertaining show Bill Shut has
probably  ever  witnessed.  Steve  Smith,  a
young black comedian acted as MC for the
show,  keeping the audience in  stitches  in
between sets.
The    showcase    featured    Ollie
Nightingale,   Kaye   Metts,   Mixed
Emotions, Lee Moore, Cody Marshall,
the   Masqueraders   and   ended   with   a
fantastic   set  of  R&R  by   Sugar  Bush.
Masqueraders
Sugar  Bush,  if  you  recall,  occasionally
plays  down  at  Hi  Cotton  Club  and  is
destined    for    bigdom.    From    what    we
Sugar Elusri
understand, they've got a new albti'm `in the
making,   so   watch   for  it.  The  showcase
attracted  all  sorts of heavies in  the  music
industry  to witness the talent playing but
there was one who was just there to enjoy.
Bill Shut couldn't help but be excited when
he   met   Mylon   Le   Fevre   of  Georgia
guitarist fame. Mylon has backed up many
of Atlanta's groups with his guitar prowess
but his first claim to popular success was an
album cut in  1974 with Alvin Lee entitled``On  The  Road  to  Freedom."  It  wELs
pointed out to Handy that Mylo.n has his
first solo album out now that was released
last week.
Well, congratulations to N.A.R.A.S for
such   a   successful   show   at   the   Blues
Stadium, August 21st, For the people they
had  performing,  the  could  have  charged
$10.00 a head and still probably had a good
crowd.   I   am   pleased   with   the. popular
success   of   the   venture   which I featured
Jaguar,  Cottonmouth,'  The. .Memphis
Horns, The Amazing Rhythm Aces, and
William     Bill.   ,Without    these-   groups'
support and others support and tiine, labor
and experience, no telling.
Mercury  Records  and Strings and
Things    of   Memphis    should    be
commemorated  for  donating  their  goods,
albums and a guitar, to help make the show
a success. But now that y6u've enj`oyed the
show, why don't you find out how, who and
why it was put on. Help music in` Memphis
grow by joining N.A.R.A.S Call deannie
Ryan at 523-2251.
The Freedom Express, from here in
Memphis played a benefit for. the inmates
at   Parsmans   State   Pe.nitentinry   in
Mississippi. It was an outdoor affair that
seeniingly  went over well. Afterwiards, the
Express had dinner with the warden.
The FM-100 RCA street party  was a
smash,  literally.  Thanks  go  to  Jaguar,
Cottonmouth,  and the Memphis Horns
if!uTth¥:::p,i::i::n::E;s:,;.,a.,n:d:i:?er,gu:i::5e:
Children's Fund, which is a noble cause.
There  was  mucho  people,  thb  beer  flowed
and lots of people celebrating the Fourth. It
would have been perfect except for the 100+
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We-bster: describes  a  phenomenon  as
a     nohn-`-in6a`ning     ``anything    that    is
extremeky`   iinusual;     an     extraordinary
occurence."  This  definition  could  as  well
:£:::cfa°rifaagE::.dFh°aYgeo]tsearwe::ifdye°ai
before it avin,was a fully developed, well-
:#iEap;#b°:ig°3:bfenadr%thp::}£anvgesfpnen:
myriad  ```of,   `elubs,    creating    followings,
constantly' chahging personnel, Jaguar is
indeed `a 6u'ri`o`sity.
Jaguar    consists    of   six    seasoned
Efud%C£:#±St.;:gta]£ftto3reHwd*%¥.:S'd]:£fa:net
Welter  P®!,k,: keyboardist  Doug  Mayo,
lead and rfuythm guitarist Pat Taylor and
bassist Ed Foiesman. But before we look
at Jaguar `a,s'it is now, let's explore the past
of this  rari`ty,; b\ack to the very embryonic
stages of Jgivar.
hike all` `biuths, the idea was formed by
two people.. Doug Maya was last summer,
3:i::g;:::I;:;:AWTrfnffe¥e:y#¥;eowgao:
together  at ',`night  and  begah  working  on
some  Of,' Hoivell's  tunes  he` had  written
while at`"I. They mixed the+Songs and out
of  these  came  ``Daisy",  on  which  Hayes
1o                  -=  1`'
-J='     .
sang   back   up   and   Mayo   put   strings.
Jaguar was born.
Mayo knew agent Rick Taylor of Don
Dortch  International, §o he played the
finished mix of "Daisy" for him. Taylor is
contihually proving that he knows a good
thing when he hears it, and this time was no
exception.  He  immediately  set the  wheels
in  motion.  He arranged for a showcase at
the  Ritz to  present Jaguar to  Polydor.
Then he took demo tapes to A&M and
RCA.  One  week  prior  to  that  showcase
there   was   no   band,   some   weeks   after
Jaguar  had  a  recording  contract  with
RCA.
Theremusthavebeenafuriousdurryof
practice sessions. There was a lot of studio
work to be done. But with such a solid group
of  musicians,  the  going  may  have  been
admittedly  rushed,  but  not  too  difficult.
They  joke  about  drummer  Walter  Polk
almost being trouble in the studio because
he's such a strong drummer that the "little
membranes in the mikes literally shatter."
Orie listen to the album will tell you it
was   recorded   with   precision   and   care.
(Howell  and  Mayo  were  co-producers  of
the  album.)  And  once  again  we  hear  a
Memphis group sing the praises of producer
Ron  Capone.  "He  lets  you  do what you
_11
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want, he's a great guy," says Hr,well. "I
have  tremendous  respect  for  him."  He's
busy they say, but he realizes the value of
momentum   in   the   studio   and   will   not
interrupt it.
thes¥:I:]`PB:is¥gsreriee'£:es:dn:`:!yy[a5kh;:tuht
prior  to  that,  was,  on  July  llth,  the  #11
selling  single  at  Peaches.  (Yet  another
example   of   the   Jaguar   phenomenon,
remember they had never before appeared
in  publi`c!)  ``Daisy"  is  even  receiving local
airplay.   But   amidst   all   this,   Jaguar
maintains they are the most low-keyed ego
band, "taking everything in stride" having
been shotrdown in bands before.
And  so  the  infant  Jaguar  is  taking
mighty big steps for its first try. There is a
21-city tour beginning this month in which
Jaguar will appear in clubs and will open
for some as yet undisclosed big name acts.
The phenomenon: already a rising single, a
solid   album,  an  energetic  and  powerful
showing   force   live.   And   yes   --   already
immortalized   on    a   bathroom   wa)I.
According  to  a  girlfriend  of  one  of  the
members, the wall in the girls' restroom of
the  Ritz  is  emblazoned  with  the  words,"Jaguar - the best looking band in town."
And they are indeed, looking good!
Rising Stars *± *
Junction
FT
he  evolution  of groups
playing  the club scene
in  Memphis,  battling
their way to the top while slowly
gaining notoriety and a crowd
following  in  town  is  a `rough,
rocky  road.  A case in  point is
Memphis' own Junction.
The    slow    evolution   of
groups playing the club scene in
Memphis, battling their way to
the  top  while  slowly  gaining
notoriety and a crowd following
in town is a rough, rocky road. A
case in point is Memphis' own
Junction.
Hven though they had been signed to an
original  5 year contract several years  ago
with Chips Monan's American Studios,
the  group  Junction,  ventures,   "We  had
done quite a few original tapes, but I guess
they  got  conveniently  lost.  But now we're
trying it again."
Featuring   Gary   Russell   on   lead,
rhythm  and  steel  guitars,  Jim  Davis  on
rhythm    and   lead   guitars,   Charley
Carrington on drums, and Taylor Pope
on  bass.  Junction  comes  off as basically
straight R&R with  heavy  influences from
country backgrounds. With Gary and Jim
alternating lead licks on guitars, Southern
R&R immediately jumps into mind. Vocals
are   shared   by   all   with   no   particular
individual claiming,,the spotlight. They are
a group working together toward an album.
Currently    working    at   The   Music
Factory on Summer Avenue, they expect a
demo  tape  to  be  finished  and  ready  for
shopping  around  the  end  of the  summer.
Also,  their  own  arrangements' have  been
_added  to  a  song  written  by  Bob  MCDill,
who has had several number one songs on
the country charts.
Experience   for   them   is   the   key,   all
having   played   an   average   of   8   years
between    them,    coming    from    other
experienced bands such as New World and
the Next of Kin. Also all having been with
Junction for over 2[/2 years now, they feel
the break is coming.
Being confident in their management is
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Preslaty; LAt+ £hQ ,age of 42,  Elvis had been
the King of Reek 'N Roll for over twenty
years. He had millions of dollars, millions of
#an;nvgarfhae?:be;ar%€dtwhoeui3Sbseu:::Sepeihua5
§h:;u;tp:::e+i§::i;€i;i[:i;:n;tg;i:::ig:ge:::::ii#;g:h:y:a:ic]§
Memrihios`; : :'' I
Tu#oe,:'ez!:¥i°sVs:Sp:,°  ¥£emnphi:  frw°ams
fourteen. Hisr father had farmed and taken
#3:I::rT£:¢tinjo°vbestowefueema;aff]sab|:dntpt
improve   the  fgm~ily's   financial   situation
much, and the FFesleys lived in a one-room
apartmcht in:`Narth  Memphis. I.ater they
I:Xader%ife:i:#|£;Csh°aupsi::e£:I?P]enxev°e¥
forgot  wt!a±-.i*,``tyas  like  to  be poor,  and  he
`aautteormot]#=:=#£:£:rneeyft:thge£Vn£:egdy.away
*%,:f:ie:;:.,i::ft#?fi!ae¥E::f,a:iii:i:o;:;,ii
please  Sam  Phffllips,  the  head 'of  Sun
E:Cm°#;i£E#est£:::nf:Wp::knegdsEepd;dri"That'S All RiBst Mama" and "Blue Moon
of   Kentuc`ky"..`-tHough,    and    Elvis   was
Something of a.ro.6`al celebrity within a week.
Colonel -Tom Parker became Elvis'
E:;%o:a:::;£%:nr:hn:f]t]yh;:ft;E¥na::eannaq
client died. Porker proved to be just what
?.ri::I:fdn:#::i,npgai`iasyiTpgsT:#icgromo:i:s
with  concerts  and television appearances,
despite or possibly because of the fact that
the  wild  pelvic thrusts  and grinds he did
onstage  outraged  the  older  generation  of
1955.
It   was    a  L`?lassie   case   of   youthful
rebellion. Kids rallied around Elivs' sneer,
his  tight pants,  and his duck-tail haircut.
Later he enlarged on the image of the sullen
loner in films like "Jailhouse Rock." Still, it
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was just that: an image, an act. Personally,
he remained  what he had  always been: a
nice, southern boy whose mama had raised
him  to say,  "Yes,  Ma'am"  and  "No,  Sir,"
and who dutifully went into the Army when
his number came up in 1958. It was while he
was in the Army that he met the girl who
was to become his wife, Priscilla Beaulieu.
She  lived  on the  same base in  Germany
that  Elvis  was  stationed  on,  and  when
Presley    came    home    to    Graceland,
Priscilla came with him. Eventually, they
had a daughter, Lisa Marie. I.ater, Elvis
and   Priscilla   divorced   and   he   began
dating  other  women,  some of whom  were
famous, some of whom were obscure. There
is scarcely a sorority girl at Memphis State
University  who  doesn't  claim  to have a
friend who dated Elvis.
By  1970, Presley had made 31 movies
and sold 400 million records. His following
was incredible, and he continued to record,
play   Las   Vegas,  and  make  occasional
concert tours.  He was a sellout everywhere
he went, paiticularly at the few concerts he
played   here   in   Memphis.   In   fact,   two
concerts at the Mid-South Coliseum had
been booked and sold out for August 27 and
28.
Then, at 2:30 p.in. on August  16, Alan
Strada, an employee at Graceland found
Presley  lying on  the floor of a bathroom
and   summoned   an  Lambulance.    In   the
meanwhile,   he   and   road   manager  Joe
Esposito   applied   cardiac   massage  and
artifical resucitation, which was con`tinued
in    the    ambulance   and    at   Baptist
Memorial Hospital. Despite their efforts,
Elvis  never  regained  consciousness.  Dr.
George  `Nichopoulos,    hs    personal
physician,  diagnosed  the ,death  as  heart
failure.
I   So  ended  the  life  of  one  of the  most
successful entertainers of the 20th Century
as  well  as  an  historical  figure  in  music.
There  are  those  who  say  he  didn't  just
influence Rock 'N Roll, he invented it, and
#heg:earye¥:nn;gFct;lil;fonyya:.afiehyesht:]€£:g.a
Shortly   after   the   announcement   of
Elvis'  death, moumers began ainving at
the gates of Graceland. The first to arriv.e
.`
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were   Memphians,   but  8obn  they   were
pouring in from.all over the country. Some
were  entertainers,  some  were  politicians,
and   some   were   ordinary,   middleclass
people who simply put down what they were
doing  and  drove  to  Memphis  when they
heard the news.
The   round-the-clock   vigil   outside
Graceland's stone gates was struck with
tragedy late Wednesday night when a car
reportedly  driven  by  18.year-old Treatise
Wheeler plowed into the crowd of grieving
fans, killing two young women and injuring
a   third.   All  three  women  were  visiting
Memphis.   Wheeler   was   charged   with
public drunkenness, DWI, reckless driving,
leaving the scene of an accident, failure to
report an accident, and two counts of second
degree murder.
Despite the two deaths, however. E]vis:
fans  remained  outside  Graceland  until
Presley was buried Thursday, August 18,
at Forest Hill Cemetery Midtown. After
the funeral, the Presley family had flowers
distributed among those who had come for a
last glimpse of The King.
Certainly,    people    everywhere    were
saddened by the death of Elvis Presley. He
was   a   unique   figure   in   the   world   of
entertainment, one who changed the face of
contemporary  music.  But nowhere will he
be missed more than here in Memphis. To
Memphians,   he  was  more  than  just  a
phenomenally  successful  singer.  He  was
one of us. He'd known what it was like to be
dirt-poor   and   he   never   forgot   it.   He'd
donated thousands of dollars to Saint Jude
Children's  Research  Hospital,  but  he
also did unobtrusive things like setting up a
trust fund  for a  wheelchair-bound invalid
who visited the gates regularly, and paying
tuition for a Student at his old high school.
We saw him as a genuinely kind man; a man
sometimes trapped by his own success and
notoriety, but who wanted to help those who
needed  help.  Others  saw  him  a8  a  rare
entertainer,    still    others    a8    a    social
phenomenon.  But no matter how you saw
Elvi8 Presley, he was always The King.
The Ki,ng i8 dead.. tor.g live the King!
I
TARGET:anihterviewwithTommycathey
``We were foo£, as hot as we were going to
get at that particular time. I don't know how
to explain. it. There was something in the air
that night. About half way through the set,
Jimmy said something to the audience like,`come on down'. About that time, man, there
was like a mad rush. Seats were flying and
they  did about $10,000 worth-of damage...
Theycrushedthebannisterthatwastokeep
them  away  from  the stage,  knocked it in.
Security was throwing people off the stage, I
was running into people trying to get out of
the way. I was flipping out ... and I had to
keep playing!„
Not the Rolling Stones, Kristoff®r-
son,  not  Kiss -- This was the scene at a
recent  TARGET  concert  in   Miami,   as
described  by  TARGET  bassist  Tommy
Cathey. TARGET, a group long admired
in   Memphis,   has   a  popularity   that  is
rapidly  increasing.  There  is  little  doubt
why,    with    such    superb    and    veteran
musicians as
We recently spoke to Tommy Cathey
about    his    own   background,    about
TARGET,    and    their    newest    album.
Cathey   moved   to    Memphis   from
Dyersburg   at   the   age   of   18   on   the
invitation of another Memphis musician,
Jackie Cook, to join BUTTERSCOTCH
CABOOSE.  From  there  he  played  with
ALAMO,   OMAHO,   CANNON,   D.
BEAVER AND COMBINATIONS, and
finally TARGET. All this time he was also
doing sessions with Steve Cropper and as
he jokes, "When Duck Dunn couldn 't make
a  session,  I  got  it!"  He  played  bass  on
albums  for  COLD  BLOOD,  YVONNE
ELLIMAN,    blues_   artist    LOWELL
FULLSON,  and JOHN  PRINE, credits
which affirm his diversity as a musician.
Perhaps  his  most  memorable  session
came    on    a   night   when    YVONNE
ELIMAN   was   recording,   "TODD
RUNDGREN    was    in    town    and    we
happened to be recording a RUNDGREN
song, so Steve Cropper called him up and
he came over and played on the session and
brought two of his keyboard players. We sat
and jammed  for about two hours.  He was
playing this real funky little Fender Jaguar
...this real little guitar. We had a lot of fun
doing that.
But on other sessions - "really strange
things happened to me. I did the Jerry Lee
Lewis album that was done in Memphis. I
was  the  back-up  bass  player.  I had  to  be
there  but  I  never  even  opened  my  guitar
case. I was just there, and all I did was party
with them. 'I'hey just had me for a back-up
bass player just in case Duck couldn't make
it one night. So they had to pay me for every
session, every night, and I even got credit on
the album and everything!" - He felt real
bad about the  whole  thing but admits,  "I
was kind of grinning. If it hadn't been me it
would  have  been  someone  else  ...so  that's
the  way  I looked  at it.  They  had  back-up
keyboards, guitars, everything. "
However, it is easy to hear the strong,
driving  bass  of  Cathey  in  TARGET's
music.  And  with  musicians like him, it is
equally as easy to see why TARGET is such
an unparalleled, hard-driving group. Their
second  album  recorded  for  Capricorn in
-By Vicki MCLaurin
Macon, Georgia, is due to be released this
August.  Produced  by  Paul  Hornsby  of
Marshall  Tucker and  Charlie Daniels
fame, and engineered by Curt Kenzel, it is
:i:;esd,threA:ogcEeFt.%,fnzutf:eE,:I.b:a,Eea¥``captured uB as the way we really are, more
so than the first. The second let us branch
out    a    little    bit    more,    vocally    and
instrumentally too ...it captured us as I.s."
Cuts  like  "It's  Only  Love," "Shine the
Ijight,"  and   ``Runaway"  are  the  type  of
intense   rock  and  roll  that  have  become
synonymous  with TARGET.  There is one
cut,    however,    which    is   not   the   usual
TARGET song.  ``Make Our Dreams Come
True" is a tune that builds slowly, with no
drums until about half-way through. Then
there is "Rock 'N Roll Laureate," the fastest
song on the  album  with  a  ``classic rock  'n
roll ending, every band has probably done
it.  We're not really copying anything ...but
we just kind of took the formula of it and put
it at the end.  Everybody relates to it, it's a
classic line. When you hear it you go `that's
the way it should end!'."
It's an exciting album from an equally
exciting   group   of  musicians.   TARGET,
over the past two years has played in nearly
every  club  in  Memphis,  but  one  of  the
pitfalls of "making it" is that success takes
TARGET away  from  Memphis. They  do
not know when they will play in town again.
Their two albums have left all of those fans
who   followed   them   all   over   Memphis,
itching  for  another  live  performance.  So
watch for TARGET's special appearances
and get your tickets early --it will be one hell
of a  show!!!
FM  too  MUSIC  NOTES  coNIinued,rompage|
was  right  on  top  of it!  loo  and  United
Artists Records thought it would really be
nice to send a couple of people to the west
coast   to   see   the   opening   show   of  the"American Flyer Tour" which begins in
August,'` How about a frisbee contest? Yeah!
What  began  as  a  promotion  for  the  new
American,  Flyer   album,   "Sprit   of   a
Woman," had an extra added attraction of
good   times   for  the   hundreds   of  frisbee
players who came out to participate in the
first annual frisbee contest held Saturday,
July  9th  at  the  Overton  Park  Soccer
Field.  All  week  the people were informed
about the contest: listeners were invited to
bring their own frisbee. It could be any size
as   long  `as  it  was  a  Whammo  frisbee,
because we were going by the official rules
set  by  the  Whammo  Commission  and
giving awafy 200 United Artist/Whammo
frisbees. The FM-100 announcers acted as
judges for the event, judging for accuracy,
distance    and    the    maximum    time    a
participant could keep his frisbee in the air,
aHTt-he Paris "Free Style." You wouldn't
believe  how  many  "Professional"  frisbee
flyers there are in Memphis! Oh yeah, and
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the number of tricks two people could do
with a fidsbee was almost unbelievable. The
contest   got   under   way   at   high   noon,
registration was held for an hour and a half
prior  to  that.  Despite  the  little rain  that
almost  spoiled  our  party,  Russell Smith
continued to fly his frisbee in the rain to win
the grand all expense paid trip to the west
coast to see the`opening show of American
Flyer's U.S. tour ... sweet summertime '77
with FM-loo.
The  very  same  day  that  the  frisbee
contest    was    going    on,    the    FM-loo
entertainment workshop was happening at
the    Hyatt    Regency.    The    workshop
included various speakers in the music and
recording  industry.  In  case  you  haven't
noticed there's a lot of talent springing up
right here in Memphis once again. The idea
of  the   entertainment   workshop   was   to
inform amateur and professional musicians
about what it takes to make it and stay in
the  music  business.   How  to  develop  an
imageforyourband,howtogeta"gig",how
to put a show together, and most important
how  to  avoid  the  "rip  off '  in  the  music
business. For six and a half hours a $10.00
fee   including   lunch   was   the   admission
charge.  Hopefully  some of the people that
attended    will    get    and    keep   their   act
together.
Whenever you're looking for something
to  do  on  a Friday  night,  FM-100  and  the
Movie  House  on  Poplar  get together  for
midnight  movies  on  Friday  and Saturday
night,  plus  all the beer you  can  handle.  If
you can drink your weight in beer you win
one   free   beer   for   your   girlfriend.   (Just
kiddin') Free tickets are given away on the
air during the week for some really classic
movies, cartoons,  and good times!
Interesting and informative people are
heard daily on FM-100 during The Daily
Planet News, just one of the informative
services FM-loo carries to keep its listeners
up   to   date.   loo   gives   Memphis   sixty
seconds Monday through Friday mornings
with  Tad  Griffin  and  news  lady  Anita
Howell. If you have questions which you
feel sixty seconds should ask, feel free to get
in touch with us at FM-100.
Other  things  happening  on  loo:  For
years   now   FM-100   has   been   turning




There's times of music and there's times
of Rock and Roll. Zorro stands out as not
just  another  R&R  band  but  a  premiere
group with phenomenal sound and plenty of
experience.  The group  all  started  with  an
overall feeling towards original R&R sound
on a basis of experience and bringing music
to the people.``Our  concept  is  not  to  become  stale,"
says keyboardist Mat.k Brumby. ``We are
trying to do a variety of styles within a rock
framework  so  as  not to become boring by
repetition. We love to rock and roll, but there
are   other   sides   of  our  music   that  lean
towards funk, towards jazz, and if you don't
watch us we'll slip'in a romanic love ballad
on   you.   Because  everyone   in   the   group
writes and is influenced by different things
(styles   of  music),   we   get   an   interesting
mixture of original material." Mark reigns
from Tuscaloosa, Alabama, 'where he was
with a single hit, single album band called
Sailcat. He's featured mainly on keyboards
RE,.'
and vocals.
Bass guitar is handled aptly by Mark's
brother,  Jack  Brumby,  who is originally
from   Atlanta.   Jack   had   played   with
several   bands   in   Europe   and   he   had
previously    worked   with    brother   Mal.k
before   becoming   involved   in   Atlanta's
rising popularity  as a musical city.
For   flash    and   style   and   precision
guitar,  Kevin  Holly fits the bill. Playing
with the speed of light and the ferocity of a
wild man, it's surprising to hear that Kevin
reigns from Nashville. He comes to Zorro
after having  left  a  Muscle  Shoals based
recordin'g  group  named  Harmony  along
with  drummer  Mickey  Nichols.  The two
had  decided  to  choose  a  different musical
direction thatn that which Harmony was
taking  so  they  both  accepted  an  offer  to
form Zol.I.o and came to Memphis.
For  experience,  motivation,  style  and
the majority of experience in Zorro, credit
goes to  Rick  Reynolds for bringing this
R&R  phenomenon  to  Memphis.  Rick \is
featured on 6 and 12 string guitars, vocals
and  stage  show.  Rick's major experience
comes  with  being  the  original  founder of
BLACK  OAK  ARKANSAS  along with
Jim  "Dandy"  Mangrum.  After having
spent 14 years with BOA, Rick decided to
pursue   big   family   life  and  song-writirig
career,  but  apparently  after  a year or so,
stage fever struck again.
It  seems  that  Rick  and  Ma-rk  had
accidentally   met   in   late   1976   and   had
productively formed the seed for the band.
Mark moved to Memphis and the search
was on. Six months later, here rye have it,
Zorro.
A  different  brand  of  Rock  and  Roll,
entirely  original and very sophisticated is
what makes them stand out. Stage presence
is there in such superb quantity and quality,
the experience is there, the sound is there.
Memphis is proud to have them here.
AI "Moohah' WIIIloms Theo wedo F\ob.rt Them.S Herb Knelaland
righg?a#e°#Tsursatd]Poestda:igfvi°D¥it#%
station, which  was the original pioneer in
black  oriented  radio in  the  bluff city, has
historically lingered around first, second or
::i::tp];S`#°Dnrsfnr:t:£]::£]nraa:i:g£,0:::iaB£:t
from three prestigious industry entities for
superlative     performance     during     1976.
Billboard    Magazine   and   The   R&B
Music   Awards   each   presented   WDIA
"The R&B Station of the Year Award";
and    "The   Black   Radio   Exclusive"
Conference   vot6d   Mike   Frisby,   WDIA
Program  Director,  as Program Director of
the Year.
The  determining  factors  for  all  three
awards  were  air  quality,  promotions  and
public  service.  The judges'  decisions  were
based on tapes of'the station's ratings and
w\ritten   presentations   concerning
promotions and public service.
WDIA has  a  most outstanding list of
public  service  accomplishments  including
the   Goodwill   and   Starlight   Revues,
which provide much of the funding for such
%ri°j£Cst,Ss:S#:sGa:#ufi];£e°nytsfoarni€oi,itrt!:
league  baseball   teams   and   many  other
co`mmunity  minded undertakings.
With  all  due  respect  to  the  station's
co'mmunity services, Mike Frisby (P.D.) is
aL  fit.in   believer  in   the   virtues   of  sound
quality  and  ratings.  Speaking to  why the
station won the R&B Station of the Year
firn:tr`gaunTfgsoboydtsht:tt::6n:£fu:%ssetravt}£c°en)
wouldn't make it station of the year. If the




any good, then it wouldn't be the station of
the year.„
Frisby has held the position of program
director since  his arrival at the station in
April of 1975. He came at a time when 'DIA
was not at its peak. In one year he not only
brought the station out of its slump, but he
did  an award  winning job of ``cleaning up
the sound and getting rid of a lot of garbage
that the people didn't want." (Frisby)
Of  course  the  contributions  of  other
equally   important   personnel,   the   team,
played a major role in the station's success.
the captain of the award twinning team is
Charles   Scruggs,   a   man   who   allows
freedom of creativity among the personnel.
Such  creativity  lends  itself to  blue ribbon
accomplishment and civic service.
Then  there's  the  team  itself,  the  all
important    WDIA    "air    force.',    with
something for everyone from the age of I to
101.   The   WDIA   day   begins   with   two
institutions   in   Memphis  radio  and  the
general community as well. Theo Wade is
the station's gospel  vehicle.  More hours of
gospel music eminate from WDIA than any
other station in the city. A.C. Williams, the
station's  highest rated  announcer.  follows
Wade.  From  time  to  time  Williams  has
been the highest rated announcer. cit.v wide.
in  his highl.v competitive time slot.
Robert    Thomas.    also    a    veteran
announcer. whose distinct style has become
a  trademark  of WDIA  over the years, is a
former  program  directt)r  and  a  dedicated
radio  in;`n.
The     remaining    four    disc    jockeys
haven 't been around quite long enough to be
cttnsidered  institutions  but  their  audienc.e
W.rr®n Epps
Ill
tullt)wing  speaks  well  of their competence.
Warren Epps came to `DIA from Chicago,
bringing   to   the   station   a   versatile  and
balanced  radio personality.  Epp's show is
up-tempo  but  with  a  mellow  groove.  His
fluid   smooth   voice   provides   the  relaxed
flttitude for his afternoon show.
Warming things up just a bit is Maxx
Fortune  at  3:00.  Maxx,  who  is  also  the
music director, cooks through the drive time
hours.  Herb Kneeland, a firm believer in
personality     radio,     practices     what    he
preaches. He follows Fortune's show with
a bright fast moving show. Kneeland has a
genuine  love for people  that is reflected in
the  mood  of his  happy  evening hours.  He
started   with   the   statidn   as   a   teem-age
reporter   and   remains   the   most   popular
{`nnouncer  with  the  teem  listeners.  Hy  the
wa.\J.  Kneeland believes that 'DIA should
he the Station of the Year instead ttf the
R&B Station of the  Year.
Vincent Wayne means the late shttw.
lie  i`s :I  .vt7ung disk jt.cke.v  wht>`  believe it tir
not.     was     a     teen-€`Lre     evanLrelist.     The
str(tnfrcist   zippe{il   t}f  Wayne's  sh(}w  is  the
I.ti€`tured    illhums    I)I:I.\'tid   in   their   entiret.`.
\\-ithttut    {`(}mmerci:`l    interrupti()n.    WDIA
\{.:i* t>nt.  t`7f th(i fi rst I()c:I I  st€`titin`` tt) institute
I his  I)ra(`ti/..e and  th(i  publi(` rt.sponse to it is
t.xtrtimel\.  favor:`hlti.
Wt.   (`.{`n   bt.   quite   prttud   ()f  ()ur  {`w:`rd
witininir     R&T3     st!`titin     because     it     has
in.`iiiti`inedhiLrhratinLrswithac()nsi.stem.v
Hnt.tiu:i]ltid  b.\' an\' tith{.r  R&r! station in the
iiiitittn  ttvt`r the  .\.(i:`rs.  \'ttw that WDIA has
ltt.`.n  huiit)red natit)n:`lI.\., p(lrh{lps the city ()f
Memphis will open its eyes and ears to yet
.ii`ttth{.i.      i]:`rt      tif     it.i      t.elt.brated      mu,sic
ht`,.iti,i,(I.
Woxx Forlune Vlnc® Wayn®
ir     i      tT I I
Eddie Floyd
%po<Azldg C)ee Zl/oed #g/zAzro
EDDIE  FLOYD  (ed'  i  .  floid'),  n.  1.  a
superb black male vocalist, song writer and
producer;  best  known  for  a  song  entitled
KIVOCK  OIV  WOOD,  popular  in  the  mid
1960's.   2.   a,victim   of  the   Stax   Record
Company circumstance. 3. an optimist and
indealist  while  remaining  an  realist.  4.  a
man  stimulated  by  the  basics  of life  and
activated  by  his  own  spirit;  hence a  man
sensitive  to  the  needs  of others.  5.  a man
aware of his ability and his limitations. 6. a
veteran of his art.
- By Jack Muth
Eddie   Floyd's   musical   roots   reach
back  into  the  50's  in  a  group  called The
Falcons,  a  group in  which many  famous
artists  paid  their  dues.  Wilson  Pickett,
Joe Stubbs (brother of Levi Stubbs of the
Four   Tops),   Cermack   Rice,   Lance
Finnie,  Willie  Skofield,  and The Ohio
Players are some of the names who worked
with   Eddie   in   that   group.   They   were
responsible for hits like yoz{ 're So F..ne and J
Found, A Love.
When     u)ho     his     g,reatest     musical
I.nfzwences were, Eddie replied, "My mama
wanted me to play the trumpet and I tried,
but  my  chops just couldn't handle it.  So I
joined   the   choir   ...   I   could   sing  all   the
different  parts;  bass,  soprano,  alto  .„  It
turned  out  to  be  very  helpful  when  time
came for me to write the instrumental parts
for my songs. I just sing the bass part to the
bass   player   and   the  organ  part  to  the
organist and so o-n.""When I became of age I used to listen to
;#h¥bi:g:s:t#fi:::idJ¥o,i:k¥G¥.::|C#,Fe:r:
The  Dorseys and The Duke. So, as you
can  see,  I've  been  irifluenced  from  many
sources."  It  is  obvious  because  each  song
Eddie  writes  stands  out  and  is  uniquely
differentfroman.y\pthersonghehaswritten
or any other song written by anyone else.
While  with  Stax  Eddie  wrote  many  hits
with some of the Stax artists like Booker
T. Jones, Steve Cropper and the late AI
Jackson, Jr. They wrote hits such as 634-
5789, California Girl, I Never Found a, Girl
to Love Me Like You, and Krrock On Wood.
Now Eddie writes with the assistance of his
wife, Sonja, and he says that's the way he
will write from now on.  Sonja is a strong
lyricist.
Since  the  bankruptcy  of  Stax  Eddie
has been performing personal appearance
tours  as  usual  and  recording  at  Malaco
Studios in Jackson, Mississippi. (jl4l!.sty
B/I/e was a hit on the Malaco Label.) His
latest album on the Malaco label is entitled
Eddie    Floyd    Experience.    Why.
__=
Experience? That is the name of his band.
The  album  contains  sounds  that compete
with  the  sounds  of yesterday,  today  and
tomorrow.  It  rivals  the old  Stax sound in
terms of tightness, clarity and mix. With all
of this going for it I doubt you will ever hear
it because Eddie has declined the option of
his    contract    with    Malaco    and    their
promotion  agency,  T.K.  Productions  of
Miami.
Eddie   has   also   been   writing   and
producing  for  two  other  Malaco  artists,
Dorothy  Moore and Jewel Bass.  Both
ladies  have  currently  released  singles  so
Eddie  will  be  maintaining  contact  with
Malaco  and  wishes  much  success to that
label."I feel like I've got a few more songs to
write  and   a  few  more  records  to  make.
That's my life. I write about the things I see
in life.  I like to write songs about love, but
when you think about it all songs deal with
people.  I even write songs in my sleep so I
keep my cassette recorder beside my bed. I
wake up and put the song idea on tape and
listen to it in the morning."
Eddie is now signed with Don Dortch
International  here  in   Memphis.   Don
approached Eddie only days after he had
signed with Malaco. Eddie was somewhat
heartbroken  at the time and so was Dan,
but both  seem very positive now. Eddie is
ready  with  enough  songs  to  fill  another
album.    Currently    Don    Dortch
International    and    Soultastic
Productions are in the planning stages of
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Carl  Welch,18, drummer. Rock/Pop/Jazz.
Can travel.  682r4434.  Wizard.
Male  vocalist  hooking  for  est.  band,  have
iooge4o:.8;:fauciffuyaenakr:s3egx&P6,oiE.towngig.
Phil, 363-0596, 362-3045. Keyboards to join
est.    group;    funky/soul/disco/rock/jazz.
Musttravel.     I
FTddle player. Co-untry or rock. I.ooking for
gigs or wish to form country band. I.ooking
for  steel,  drummer,  lead,  bass  player  for
country band. Johnny Yates, 853-0011.
Bass player, acoustic and elect. Needs gig,
any style music. Contact: 324-5984.
Bass player to join or form rock band. Call
Mike:  353-3907.
Cornell MCFadden, drummer, 24, R&R, Pop,
R&B. 8 yrs. studio exp.  274-9678.
Keyboards  &  Singer,  play  rock.  465-2607,
Richard.
Bass  player  looking  for  gigs.  Plays  rock,
pop,  jazz.  Can  travel.  Call  Johnny:  357-
7362.
Guitar player.  Iiooking for a home.  Plays
hard  rock,  top 40, jazz.  Contact  RIchard:
397-2009.
FROM WICHITA. KANSAS:
I.arry Sparks: Lead guitar, rhythm guitar,
bass guitar, drums for weekend gigs. Mostly
country.   Contact  `I.arry:   7548894.   FOR
THE COUNTRY CONNECTION.
Lead   Singer   wants   to   join   soul   band.
Nathan - 744-8061. Call after 5.
Keybcard8 and female vocalist needed, all
styles music. Call Mark between 7:30 -11:30
at 732-1319.
Steel player,  1.5 years t`xp. Ii)(`al club gigs if
possible., Progi.essive country and country.
Contact Chuck:  :j32-:}491.
Sound  technician,  t?xp.,  MUST  TRAVEI,,
serious  inquiries  only.  Contact  Bob,  (:}14)
264-2685.
Bass  player  w{ints  to join  any  type  band.
Sings also.  nanny -278-2052.
Lead singer lookinLr for form band for giLrs &
recording.   Into   Rrt>wne,   Stills,   Eagles  &
original  mat{irial.  276-7157.
Group   looking   for   lead   singer   &   lead
guitarist. Rock. Call: Jack 353-1790, Chuck
357-2059
Wanted  singer,  vocal gigs,  for estal)lished
band.   Contact:   Daryl  386-2253,  Jim  794-
7911.
FM  1oo  MUSIC  NOTES  co""ed`'®mpng"
Memphis on to the King Biscuit Flower
Hour, Saturday nights at midnight. Good
news! Add another midnight special to.your
skinny  dippin'  parties!  FM-loo  debuted"Rock Around the World" Sunday. July
17th  and  it'll  run  each  Sunday  night  at
midnight!   "Rock   Around   the  World"
features   the   conversation   and  music  of
different  people  in  the  music  business  .„
listen for it!
Even  more  music  still  happens  on
Sunday  nights  between  7-midnight  with
Gregg Siggers.  From 7-8 Gregg reviews
the  top  ten  selling  LP's  of  the  week  as
reported  from  local  record  stores.  From  8
till 11 even more music takes place. He takes
a  look  at  new  products  such  as  the  new
Carole King LP, the new Allan Parsons
Project  album,  New Styx LP, etc. Then
from 1 I-midnight it's the jazz blues hour for
your gettin' down pleasure!
Remember the day Ron Olson decided
to have a "Memphis Music Special" on
his  show?  With  all  sincerity,  thank  you
Andrew  Love and the Memphis Hoi.ns
for sharing your time with us. Thank you
Jaguar and believe me when I tell you guys
you're    goning    to    do    damn    well!
Cottonmouth,  thank  you  and  hopefully
the  record  buying  public  will  "treat  you
kindly.„
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More special features from your album
station:  Weekday  momings  between  6-10
a.in.   "The   Kid,"   Tad   Griffin   treats
Memphis to a special feature album with
that morning cup of coffee and delight.
At midnight Monday through Friday,
FM-loo, Van and Co. over at Whitedog
Stereo   and   Records   in   Jonesboro,
present the "Album Hour." New albums
are  featured  along  with  cla8Bic oldies  ...
guaranteed to get you offl
FM-loo  has  welcomed  a. lot  of fine
concerts in the past, but there is Still a lot of
summertime weather and concerts to corde!
The Doobie Brother8 and Henry Gross
together in Memphis, one of their fav'orite
cities  in  the  states  on  July  26th  at  the
Coli8eum.    FM-loo   welcomes   Kris
Kri8stofferson and Rite Cooldige to the
Coliseum on August llth. Leo Sayer and
Melissa   Manchester   together   at   the
Coliseum August 13th, and Frankie Valli
and   the   Four   Seasons   bring   some
summertime  music  to  Memphis  August
24th.
Hot Tip: "The world of star Tick is
Coming to Memphis!"
FM-loo  and  the  Ritz  Theatre  and
music hall proudly bringing more and more
live   broadcast   back   to   the   radio   this
summer! Mac MCAnally made his debut at
the   Ritz,   Jivc`   (in    10(),   ,J`ll.v   24th.   eJcsse
Winchester returned I.oi. the second time t(>
his   sweet   ht)me   "olc  T[mnc`sstlc,"   ,Jul.v
17th  and  livi. ttn  loo.13c listening stjttn  as
FM-loo    I)la.vs    ret`t>t.clings    of   Jesse
Winchester live fi.tjm the Ritz! I like good
hard  ct)re qu{ility  roc`k  n  rt>ll,  and  the Ritz
presented  another exclusive live I)r()adcastt
from  the  Ritz  with  Mama's  Pride,  July
l9th.   There's   a   shttw   I've   been   l{){iking
forward   to   along  with   {i  thousand  tjther
fou]tksvi,:t;:wb:;:E:::;pttLnet`;:`;`t£:'¥,p:est;fet:F;i:sg:
of AI Jal.reau, Ju ly 27t,h at the Ritz. It may
or rna.v not have happcn{`d by the time this
issue  of Handy  is  released.  Either way, I
can  still feel  it in  my  bones!
FM-loo, your Album stati(tn„ looking
forward to a gotid "Summertime '77" with
the people in our list,ening ai.ea. Believe me
we'll kecip y()u  inft)rmed  as to what's going
down  and whiit.s t`oming up. (jive me then)
For c(incert info:  276-7881
Request line:  726-5100
V.D.  Hotline: call Ron Olson
P.S.  F(ir ever`v()ne here at FM-1()0 and
the WMC  stations  ... vie all say thank you
Memphis for your help and understanding
after  the  fire  .„  things  are  still  being  put
back together, slowly  and "right."
"May the Force be with you."
iL .i ri\
NAMM Marches on Atlanta
Music    dealers,    manufacturers    and
musicians  beseiged  Atlanta  last  month,
took  over  the Georgia World Congress
Center  as  well  as several adjacent hotels
and   entrenched   themselves   for   a   4-day
(June  11-14)  assault  on  t,he  minds,  hearts
and bank accounts of we, the music-buying
people.
Virtually   every   manufacturer  in  the
music    business    rented    space    in    the
convention  center  in  order  to  display  his
wares,    unveil    new    products    and
innovations,  and  tell  you  why  the  other
guys'   stuff   ain't   happenin'.   The`  more
prestigous  companies  rented suites in the
nearby   hotels   which   were   made   easily
accessable   by    shuttle   buses   that   ran
continuously  from  8  to  5.  In  eight hours'
time on the trade show floor, one is likely to
catch a glimpse of any number of celebrities
whose  business  it  is  to  endorse  various
products  and  in  some  cases,  demonstrate
them through impromptu jam sessions and
solo   performances   throughout   the   day.
George Benson spent a I()t of time at the
lbanez   booth,   signing   autographs   and
Be°:s°otingmotfesi|nbeaw:%zdge:it8anre{a8:8gg£
13S-175  scaled  down  to  Les  Paul  body
size); then he strolled over to the Polytone
Amp display for an incredible jam session
with jazzmen Tommy Gumina and Ray
Brown   that   left   the   crowd   cheering.
Nearby,   the   French-born   fingerstyle
guitarist   Marcel    Dadi   displayed   his
flawless Atkins Style on a new Ovation
proto-type    guitar.    At   the   Gibson
headquarters,   Leg   Paul,   Howard
Roberts,   and   various   others   jammed
throughout  the  day.  Gretsch,  of course,
presented Chet AtkinB himself in a Small
afternoon  concert  in  which  Chet  picked
both    c)assical    and    electric   guitar   in
unsurpassed  fashion  while  cracking  wise
with  the  audience.  But homespun  humor
and guitar virtuosity  doesn't amount to a
fraction of the National Association of
Music MerchantB' annual convention.
When the trade center closed at 5 p.in.
everyone    retreated    for    dinner    before
embarking  on  missions  of intrigue  after
dark. Every manufacturer had a reception
room, a well-stocked bar, and an unceasing
desire to talk shop. In the midst of all this
there was more than enough entertainment
to take the edge off a hectic day. Maynard
Ferguson brought his band into the lobby
of the  Omni  International  Hotel  and
proceeded  to  blow  the  roof off the  joint,
absolutely free, for the benefit of pas8ersby
- By Allen Hester
who were on their way upstairs to catch the
Downbeat  Happening,  which  featured
Louie  Bellson,  trombonist  Phil Woods,
pedal  steel  wizard  Maurice  Anderson,
and an ensemble of legendary guitarists in
a knockout grand finale.
This  years NAMM  Convention was a
huge  success  all  the  way  around.  Many
sales were made, many amazing new things
were presented, such as the Arp AVATAR
g:itya;hsoynnftche%{;:rt'htehsefz%Perwh£:imd8i::i:i
memory bank, 8 and  12-channel Tangent
Mixers, and so on ad !.nf!.n!.£u!m; everything
from   the   simplest  replacement   part  for
guitars    to    computerized    digital    room
analyzers   which   measured   the   acoustic
properties of a concert hall and illustrated
those properties as they changed on an LED
panel.    Pretty    iiifty,    huh?   N\ext   years'
NAMM    Convention    will    be    held    in
fn?::e¥eodiFnt::ienagr,I?tp.anrlt.vo:.:su,:e:Ibfuycokus?::
a 4-day pass onto the trade show floor, and
all  the concerts,  demonstrations,  and jam
sessions are open  to everyone. Needless to
say, your perspective of the music industry
will   be   greatly   enhanced   by   attending
NAMM.
NIORE CRulsIN',
Bill  Shut  has  heard  that  Southern
Creed has been doing a demo down at the
Creem/Hi  Recording  Studio  here  for
shopping around. The prospects are there,
boys, go after them.
Soulhem Creed
There's  a  new  production  company  in
town called Rolashed I]nterprises, Inc.
that  represents  {i  new  group  named  the
Numbers   whtt   hflvc   a   single   released
called, "Turn  Me On," backed with, "I Got
To Pull Away." Bill Shut here is glad to see
that  there  are  s{jme  new  up  and  coming
production   companies   that   are   helping
project Memphis Music into the national
spotlight once more! Good Luck Rolashed!
One thing Handy would like to know is
how    come    many    of   Memphis'    radio
stations won't get behind the new groups
and labels  h`ere in  Memphis?  With  their
support in putting on the air most of these
new  groups,  or  breahing  them  locally,  it
would  naturally  help  break  these groups
nationally  or  at  least  make  other  radio
stations  around  the  country  realize  that
Memphis    stations    8ztpporf    Memphis
Music and will do their damndest to help
these people make it. Why  is that,  fellas?
Call or write and let Handy know! OK?
Handy regrets to say, taht shortly after
the June issue came out with the Pointless
Brothers  featured  in  our Rising  Stars
section, they broke up., It seems that their
personal  musical  careers were interfering
withtheirgettingtogetherasthePointleB8
Brothers, so they called it quits. I'm sorry
to hear of that as I thoroughly enjoyed not
only listening to them, but zoafchl.ng them
play..
The   Doe   Kirby   Band   has   been
picking  up  sincere  rock  n  roll  following
wherever they play. Pat MfLlone, alias Doc
Kirby, is a wild man to watch on Stage with
adeep,gutteralvoicethatcansendchill8up
and down your spine. But B.S. found their
guitari8to    excellently    Suited    not   only
towards  cach  other,  but with the style of
music that they play. Pat Miller, Handy'8
publisher, older brother Mike canie to visit
for  a  while  and  was  amazed  at  Doc's
guitarists.  Mike,  we  must  add,  i8  a jazz
guitarist out in L.A. and is good enough to
rieeognize good talent when he sees it.
Doc Kirby
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What do  bassist  Cedric  Martin,  sax
player   Paul   Harrell,   guitarist   Mike
Cooper, drummer Lewis Mccall, trumpet
player  Karl  Fullel.,  trombonist  Nelson
Pilot  and  organist  Danny  Thomas  all
have in common? Love of music and CON-
FUNK-SHUN.   They  all  have  different
musical backgrounds ; soul, gospel, formally
educated and self-taught, but they all share
the  same  aspiration  where  the  future  of
CON-FUNK-SHUN is concerned.
They want their music to be "music for
Everyone." They remind us that there are
few groups who have crossed racial bariers
to   reach   the   multi-
tudes,     like     WAR,
Jimi  Hendrix,  and
Santana.  It  is  that
kind     of     perinnial
music  they  want  to
create.
Displaced     Cali-
fornians,  they  came
to Memphis as back-
up    musicians   for
SOUL CHILDREN.
Known    than    as
very  stylized. CON-FUNK-SHUN found
themselves often too sophisticated for most
bl'ack clubs and clubs that catered primarily
to white bands would not hire them, a racial
barrier CON-FUNK-SHUN described as
business oriented. They were probably the
first Black band in Memphis to do off-state
mixing and use tree lighting for the concert
effect in the club.
They    began    recording    at    Audio
Dimensions in 1973 and soon had two well
received singles on the Freetone label. It
was  not until July  of 1976 that they were
around   in   planes   a   lot,   you   know   it's
supposed  to  get  up!"  The  runway  ends in
Tokyo Bay, and so did the careers of CON-
FUNK-SHUN almost end.
They have had several other close calls,
inclduing  peacefully  sleeping  while  their
tour  bus  careened down  a  mountain road
without brakes and an incident concerning
a  burning  van  recounted  by  one  of  the
band's members:"There where nine of us in an Econoline
van  pulling  a  trailer,  when  the  bumper
broke off the truck. We took the bumper and
twheeidte¥Cbkacakn:nfr£:ew?rehji:::EestbaunEipneg
around  and  the guy  proceded to weld the
bumper  back  on  the  truck.  Some  kind  of
way, he welded a hole in the gas tank and
the gas tank caught on fire, dripping on the
ground. The back of the truck was getting
ready to catch on fire. He was trying to put it
out but he couldn't so he just jumped from
the  truck  and  told  everybody  to  run,  the
truck was going to blow up. So we decided to
abandon the truck! So there were eight of us
running from this burning van. That was
crazy, but what was really crazy was there
was    one    person,    Cedric's   brother,
Bernard,   asleep   in   the  van.  We  were
running,  when  somebody  said  Bernard
was still in the truck. Cedric was running
and all of a sudden he put on brakes and
with    his    squeaky    voice   hollered,"Bernard!!!"  Everybody  did  a  complete
about face, went back to the burning van,
could have all been killed, and kept putting
dirt and water on the fire and it finally went
out.    Here's   another   stupid   thing   that
happened - Lewis  opened the door of the
van,  Bernard's  sitting  there still  asleep,
the back of the truck is blazing. Lewis goes,`hey, Bernard, hey man, wake up,' in this
calm, stupid voice when he should havejust
grabbed  him  and  thrown  him out on the
ground!„
So CON-FUNK-SHUN has survived
brakeless buses, burning vans, and endless
CONIFUNKISHUN
(or seven musicians over Tokyo!)
-Bytvicki MCLaurin
PROJECT   SOUL,   they   first   met  the
SOUL  CHILDREN  when  they  backed
them at a benefit for Angela Davis where
they  impressed  them  by  leaming  all the
material    in    two    days.    The    SOUL
CHILDREN   were   having   internal
problems,  and  seeing the  strong union  of
musicians  in  PROJECT  SOUL,  signed
them  on  as  their new  back-up  group.  (As
PROJECT SOUL, CON-FUNK-SHUN
was  the  background  music for the SOUL
CHILDREN  and  several  others  on  the
Watts-Stax    movie    soundtrack.)    They
`-moved to Memphis and toured with them
for    11/2    years   before   separating.   They
decided to stay in Memphis because of the
recording fame of Isaac Hayes and Stax.
And   they   didn't   want  to   return   home
without some measure of success.
The music in Memphis in 1972 was not
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signed  with Mercury records.
In  1974 they were booked on a U.S.0.
tour,  backing  Carla  Thomas  and  also
playing  by  themselves  as  CON-FUNK-
SHUN, in Japan, Taiwan and Guam. In
Tokyo, they  signed an exclusive contract
with the Club Mugyn. They returned the
next year for a grueling six week, six nights
a  week,  three  shows  a  night  stint.  They
came back the next year for a seven week
stand. They  enjoyed Tokyo tremendously
and  found  it  difficult  to  leave  each  time,
especially  once.  The  tour's  road  manager
had conned the girl at the ticket counter at
the  Tokyo  airport  to  sneak  on  more  of
CON-FUNK-SHUN's    equipment   than
what   was   allowed.   The   plane,   several
thousand  pounds  overloaded  (which  they
say  cannot  be  directly  attributed  to their
equipment) had some difficulty taking off."After  a  while,  since  you've  been  riding
1
practical    jokes     on
each other. What lies
in their future? They
are    planning    to
return   to   the    Sam
Francisco  bay  area
this fall to possibly do
an    album.    In    the
meantime,   they  will
be    playing    in    the
Mid-South    area,
taking their music to
the people, music they
play  for  everyone.  They  love  playing  for
people.  "We  try  to  make  our  music  open
enough, and we would hope that we would
be  treated  equally  as  far  as  putting  pop
tunes on pop stations. There have been a lot
of  groups   in   the   past   that   have   been
categorized  as  S&R  or  R&B;  they  really
shouldn't   have   been   just   kept   in   that
category."  CON-FUNK-SHUN  wants to
overcome  that  both  musically   and  in  a
business sense.
We feel they already have. Their music
!.s for everyone. It's happy music, a fact that
has  to  be  due in  part,  to the attitude and
cheerfulness     of    CON-FUNK-SHUN's
seven members. They have a strong union,
an easy going manner, and faJen£. All this
is  reflected  in their music;  music which  I.s





COTroNMOUTH:   A   funky   black
snake with a white mouth? That funky taste
in  your  mouth  the  moming  after?  How
about  forgetting  to  try  to  figure  out  the
meaning of the name, or why they chose the
name, and just think ofcoTTONMOUTH
as the guitar of Tim Spivey, the bass of
Steve Cobb, the drums of Doug Embry
and keyboards of Tomm Grahani.
A new group in Memphis, COTTON-
MOUTH  is  a  strong  group.  They  played
together  and  separately,  in  and  around
Huntsville,  Alabama,  before  coming  to
Memphis.  They  came  because Memphis
u/as   Memphis   Music,  (which  they   feel
didn't peter out, "it was the people behind
it„ who did)."It's not easy for an out-of-town group
to break into the local scene," they say, "but
the people we've got behi`nd us are the best
people   in   town."   Those   people    are
Soultastic, Inc., who signed  CO'ITON-
MOUTH  after  Tim  Spivey  had  carried
Rick Taylor's phone number in his wallet
for three months.
CO'ITONMOUTH's   music  is   what
they    term    DiscoUazz.    "Disco    is   jazz
oriented. We're trying to feel where we fit.
There are bands we just can't go after, but a
lot have got to move over! We can get more
sophisticated and employ more jazz."
They  play  what  they  feel,  and  what
they feel happens to be in the market now.
They put on a wholesome sound. "A lot of
groups play as hard as they can and don't
lay back at all. We lay back and compliment
each other's style. We play wi.£fo each other."
Their album was recorded in two of the
~ By Vicki MCLaurin
major studios here in town. Lester Smell,
whose    abilities    create    a   `sound
COTTONMOUTH says is reminiscent of
the old Memphis sound, arranged the horn
parts at Ardent, where Robert Jackson
and Mac Rogers also worked on the tracks.
Rhythm  tracks  were  recorded  at  SHOE
with Andy Black and Warren Wagner.
The  group  will  remain  the  four  solid
pieces that it is, but horns definitely are a
part of their future.  Since they have been
playing    lately     with     the    MEMPHIS
HORNS,   we   would   like   to   stress   that
CO'ITONMOUTH  is  solid  without  any
horns  at all. They do very  skillfully bring
together the qualities of Disco and Jazz, to
create   a   sound   that   may   hereafter   be
referred  to   as  unmistakably   COT'I`ON-
MOUTH.
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Some  of you  people  did  it  again!  You
missed Jesse Winchester for the second
time down at the Ritz. It's kind of sad that
he can't hang around Memphis for a while,
so  everybody  can  become  familiar  to  his
phenomenal talent and songwriting ability.
He's-a_lready a folk legend and hero and will
be known as such for years and years and
years ahd ...
Demise La Salle got married July 16 to
a   d.j.   out  of  Jackson,  Mo.   Demise  is
Memphis' first lady  of R&B  and Handy
wishes her all the luck in the world!
Memphis Songwriter's Association
me`t at Bad Bob's on July 16 for an amateur
showcase to raise funds for a b!.g showcase
that  they   sponsor  in  November.  Watch
Han`dy   for   more   details   on   their   big
showcase.
Stan Kessler over at Onyx Studios is
engineering  and  producing the Memphis
Fire  Department  Band  featuring  lead
singers  Brett  and  Jerry  Tatum.  From
what I understand this isn't going to be a
run of the mill patsy poo group so watch for
them! Our reports have been excellent. And
congratulations  Jerry  on  a  brand  new
daughter!
Also wish to congratulate Ron Capone
for another great production! It seems Ron
and his wife, Sharon are the proud parents
of  a  new  daughter  born  on  July  5,  1977.
Congrats to you too, Ron!
Fretone Records seems to be all over
the    place   ,now.    They've    signed    some
excellent  new  groups  and  individuals  to
contracts   and   are   really   making   some
headway on the national level .„ Thermos
Greenwood   on   Fretone,   are   out   of
Atlanta, but now reside here in Memphis.
They have a single out called, "Wo Gave the
Monkee a Gun?" that is literally laced with
heavy   satire.   All   through   their   show,
Thermos  persists  in  comedy  antics  and
situations  and the majority of their songs
bear some type of social comment, satire, or
philosophy   towards  todays  social  scene.
One   thing   that   really   grabs   me   about
Thermos   Greenwood   is   the   total
versatility,overall, of the u/ho/e band. Plus
the bass player, Tommy Dean,  plays  a 5
string bass! I'd never seen one! ... Another of
Fretone's  multi-talented  groups  is  some
local people who call themselves, Stephen.
They    also   have   a   single   out   entitled,"Morning   Love,"   that   is   absolutely
phenomenal!  Plus  a  looker  of a  lady  who
sings up front for 'em. What'd you say her
name  was,  Howie?  Ok  now,  I think you
people  better  watch  for Stephen because
they're going to do it to it!
Tliermo. Gre®nwood
S'ephen
There's   another  new   group  in  town
destined  for  R&R  stardom.  It  seems  as
though one of the members has already seen
it  and  had  it  for  several years.  I'm  taling
about  Zorro,  in  case  ya'll  haven't heard
them   yet.   Zorro  is  five  fine  musicians
Records  &  Tapes
• Good  Music!
• Great Atmosphere!








gathered from  all  over the South to make
their premiere showing here in Memphis
and I consider us lucky to have them here.
Rick Reynolds, the unofficial leader
of  the  group,  brings  the  inost  experience
with  14  years  in  Black Oak Arkansas.
After a friendly departure from BOA, Rick
still  decided  to  go  the  R&R  route  so  the
search  was  on.   He  brought  in  brothers
Mark and Jack Brambery on keyboards
and   bass,  .Kevin   Holly   on   lead   and
Mickey on drums from all over the South
and Zorro was born. I've heard them, I like
them and you will too!   '
Want to know where the stars shop for
clothes when they are in town? Seems to me
that the last I heard Fleetwood Mac and
the  Eagles were seen  at the Back Door
over at Poplar and Perkins. I kinda enjoy
goingintheremyselfbutforadifferentkind
of   shopping!   They   also   have   the   best
looking ladies in town!
How   Coon  Elder  does  it  1'11  never
know.  He  just  seems  to  attract beautiful
women. It seems that last June 28, he was
seen being accompanied (singing with) by 2
beautiful    women    in    the    shapes    and
likenesses   of  Lois   Wright  and   Diane
Coker. Lois used to sing with Coon if you
recall  and  sang  locallv  for  several  other
Memphis based groups. I'd say somebody
better  snap her up for singing before  she
totally  gets  away.  Now  for  Miss  Coker,
somebody better get her too. For such a little












Memphis' own punk rock group, The
ge:e=sf:£'onhapvoewJ:urstpi:;dR:conred¥.[Sttnwga]:
recorded at Shoe and is entitled, "Break the
Ice,"  and "She Say  Yeah." This release is
prior to them going on tour to New York's
famous  rock  clubs  CBGB's  and  Max's
Kansas  City.  From  what  Handy  hears,
the single is getting much air play in L.A.
and in New York. Bill Shut isn't a real
punk  rock  fan,  but  after  listening  to  the
songs 2 or 3 times he had to admit,  "they
grow on ya!" Good Luck, Scruffs!
Scru''8
Glenn  Cammack,  Steve Newman,
Dennis Ramarey,   and `Twitch' Davis
have  gotten  together  to  form  Memphis'
only blues boogie and r&r band. Their new
name   is   Sinner   Saints   and  the  best
Handy can come up with is coofai.n ', coo fa..n '.
Handy's   best   of   Memphis   Music
Sponsor  of  the  Year  award  goes  to
Strings and Things at 205 South Cooper
io:dho+iifnngg:hekro£'£fhB(::aJ,%f:h|psettr££tTog:
Festival  July  31  at  the  Overton  Park
Shell. The first place winner, Tyfoyd, won
a compzefe sound system of their own. The
next  6  place   bands  won  /ree  recording
sessions. The winners are as listed:





One of the great things about the festival
ahdthebandsparticipatingisthattheyhad
to  be  eighteen  or  younger.  Watch  out old
timers, the young rockers are taking over!
Here's  another single  out by  another
Memphis group.  The John Byrd Band
with John on lead guitar has one out titled,``Earth    Man    Blues,"    featuring    Alex
Chilton on the lead vocals. We\personally
haven't heard it, but would like to, of course.
It was recorded at our own Ardent Studios
on   the   Power   Play   label   with   Ron
Capone producing. We do hear that they
are cutting another single too called, "Fresh
Air.   Time   Square."   The  group  features
Mike    Mccarroll    on    drums,    Haines
Fu-lierton on guitar, and K6n Carpent€r
on bass. Let's hear some of that music, boys!
Bill  Shut apologizes to  the following
people  for  misspelling  or  printing  their
names wrong in the first issue of HANDY:
Kerry Dortch, Chip "Woods" Thomas,
Tony  Yarbrough  of the  Pickin'  Post
fame,   Steve   Ingots,   The   Rpdiants,
Sigma   Chi,  Jerene   Sykes,  and  Bill
Shut.
The   struggles   oi  this  magazine  'are
probably    nationwide    by    now,    We,    of
Handy,  feel  so  strongly  about Memphis
and its music that we are vyilling to fight for
Memphis' natural heritage and standing
in  the  national  spotlight.  If you  feel  the
same way, let us know and write u8.,If you
enjoy  the  magazine -  write  us  and  let us






Handy Magazine wishes fo thank and
acknowledge Stoney  Burns  and  Buddy
Magazine of Dallas, Texas, for an open,
flagrant  use  of their  magazine  style  and
format. Stoney - it ain't e#ac£Jy like yours,
though  it's  close,  but you were the whole
inspiration  behind  the  format  of Handy
and the bringing of Memphis Music to the
national eye.
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